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This article discusses the virtues of online teaching and
learning, alongside digital projects engaged in by the
creative writing team as part of the teaching and
research programme at Coventry University.
Our primary focus will be on the multi-faceted
dimensions of student blogging, but we will also look at
online teaching delivery and student engagement.
Accompanying the emergence of blog technology
as a dominant online publishing paradigm is a
growing interest in its educational beneﬁts and
applications. (Deng and Yuen, 2011: 441). 
Our activities have been informed by the
innovative research conducted in 2011
primarily in Asia. At the University of Hong
Kong, Liping Deng and Allan Yuen
investigated the value of blogging in higher
education and highlighted four areas of
importance: self-expression, self-reﬂection,
social interaction and reﬂective dialogue.
Also, C. Yang and Y. S. Chang, from the
National Chiao Tung University and the
Chung Chou Institute of Technology in Taiwan,
researched and assessed the effects of interactive
blogging on student attitudes towards peer interaction,
learning motivation and academic achievements,
exploring, “The use of blogs, and how student attitudes
towards online peer interaction and peer learning, as
well as motivation to learn from peers, may differ when
using the blog comments feature, and when students are
encouraged to read and comment on each other’s work.”
(2011: 126–135) 
For our own research purposes, we drew on Chang and
Yang’s study of individual and group blogs in order to
evaluate the impact on learning engagement. These were
“solitary blogs [used] as personal digital portfolios for
writers” and “blogs used interactively to facilitate peer
interaction by exposing blogging content and comments
to peers”. Their research results suggested that
interactive blogs are associated with positive attitudes
towards academic achievement in course subjects and in
online peer interaction. 
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Chang claims that although blogs did not originate in
the education sector, they have become useful on
various educational levels and in various educational
settings, and in particular as a form of authoring tool.
For example, blogs often function as digital portfolios of
student assignments and other outputs. (2011: 441-451)
Judy Robertson from Edinburgh’s Heriot-Watt
University, who also refers to the research of Deng and
Yuen in her article, discusses blogging as self-directed
learning, and includes a section on blogging as an
“educational tool”.
To be successful university learners, students need to develop
skills in self-directed learning. This encompasses a range of
cognitive and meta-cognitive skills including generating one’s
own learning goals, planning how to tackle a problem,
evaluating whether learning goals have been met, and re-
planning based on this evaluation. The educational
affordances of blogs offer opportunities for students to become
self-directed learners in a supportive social environment.
(Robertson, 2011: 1628)
One practice we endorse at Coventry is students
keeping a reflective diary on their writing, much like a
process diary used to inform their reflective
commentary (appended to their creative coursework).
Robertson discusses reflection as the process of
exploring an experience in order to learn something
new. This is an important aspect of self-directed
learning, and she draws from Zimmerman
and Tsikalas’ research in 2005, that, “Self-
reﬂection is a phase in the cyclical model of
self-regulation where the learner makes
judgements about her performance during a
learning task.” There is an important
emotional component involved too, whereby
Robertson refers to Boud’s research in 2001,
which claimed, “Reﬂection involves taking the
unprocessed, raw material of experience and
engaging with it as a way to make sense of
what has occurred. It involves exploring often
messy and confused events and focusing on
the thoughts and emotions that accompany
them.”
A written journal can be a place both for
recording learning experiences and processing
them in order to understand their
implications. Occasions which can be
appropriate for reﬂective journal writing
include writing in anticipation of events,
reﬂection in the midst of events, and reﬂecting
after undergoing a new experience. 
Robertson also discusses Boud’s debate on the barriers
to reﬂective writing including ethical issues relating to
privacy, and to what extent students feel comfortable
writing about emotional components honestly, knowing
these reflections will be read by peers and staff; this is
compounded by the fact that learning journals are often
assessed. Students find it difficult to write about
misconceptions or problems they have with course
material in case this results in a negative assessment of
their abilities. Thus there is a need to explain to students
who their audience will be, and how the commentary
will be marked.
With the increase of popularity of blogging with our
students, we need to explore and utilize its learning
potential for creative writing education, reflection and
feedback. Robertson drew on research by Williams and
Jacobs (2004) who concluded that “Blogs have the
potential, at least, to be a truly transformational
technology in that they provide students with a high
level of autonomy while simultaneously providing
opportunity for greater interaction with peers.” In a
survey of 104 MBA students’ attitudes to blogging, they
found that 77% of students believed that writing and
commenting on blogs enhanced student interactivity
and increased “the level of meaningful intellectual
exchange between students”. They recommended that it
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is important to give students direction about how
to blog and what beneﬁts they might expect to
experience from it. 
Ferdig and Trammell (2004) commented on the
potential beneﬁts of blogging in an educational
setting, remarking that they are ideal spaces for
students to make meaning and publish their
reﬂections, thoughts and understandings for an
authentic audience. They identiﬁed the
comments feature as useful for promoting peer
feedback and scaffolding of new ideas.
Additionally, in their view, blogging can increase
student ownership and interest, give
opportunities for students to legitimately interact
within a community of practice and celebrate
diverse points of views. 
Over the past two years we have experimented
with blogs in our creative writing workshops.
Digital learning has become a ubiquitous part of
educational practice, in creative writing as in
other disciplines. Blogging, virtual lecture
delivery, flipping, interactive workshops, and
online chat have become commonplace in
universities. Not to mention the professional
sphere in which writers promote their e-books
via the Internet, and in particular through the rapidly
expanding social media sites of which Facebook and
Twitter, if not the geriatric members, now firmly belong
within the middle-aged.
We used blogs with our undergraduate students on our
BA English and Creative Writing course, and as a first
year target, they were asked to create a writing blog for
poetry and their explorations of descriptive prose. This
could be a collaborative blog if they wished. Their blogs
were then used as a method to display coursework
assignments such as poetry and travel articles.
We already had a general creative writing blog called
Coventry Words, a site for creative students at the
University. This blog (using Tumblr) was set up by a
third year student. At the time, he felt that Tumblr was
the most utilized site by young people. However, we
recommended the students choose their own social
media sites, and the most popular were indeed Tumblr,
then Wordpress, Wattpad and Blogger.
There were no particular problems setting up the blogs
for writing. Students could design them in any way they
wished and they all helped each other in the set-up. One
or two students already had blogs, though these were in
the minority.
There were a few problems encountered with producing
travel articles, where creative layouts were tricky unless
you were adept with web language html, and students
had problems uploading photos and displaying their
articles with a professional design or published format.
However, they appeared to enjoy the experience and are
continuing to upload their creative work onto their sites.
One student said,
What I like about blogging is that it’s accessible everywhere,
and for everyone – we can share our writing with teachers and
fellow students. Another nice thing about using blogs is that
we open up the things we do in a closed workshop, we can
show the world – friends, family. For me, a positive thing is I
like working on my computer and phone on-the-move. It’s
better like that as I can share everything quickly.
Another student commented on keeping up-to-
date, 
The University should use blogs to stay up-to-date
with what their students are working on, changing,
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redrafting etc. What was problematic was that staff
and teachers are not up-to-date on this type of
technology.
There are downfalls to this sort of online publishing.
Anything published in full, online, normally will not be
taken on by a print publisher, and students need to be
aware of this. For work they consider print worthy, they
should only put “extracts” online, in line with current
practice for established writers who are marketing their
work via their blogs or websites, Twitter or Facebook.
For coursework assignments, these first year
undergraduate students presented their work on blogs
and emailed their links to us. It was a tidy way to submit
coursework. For second year students they used blogs
for flash fiction and short stories. 
One student said that blogging enabled him to talk
freely about the creativity and production, and to
request responses to his work,  
I like blogs because you can keep people up-to-date and talk
about how your writing is coming along. It’s like a mini
newspaper! Putting a story on a blog felt a bit bizarre at first,
as it’s your story out there, and you can see how many people 
have read it, and how they found it via Facebook or Google.
Try googling: “Roderick Stone: The Wonder in the West” and
there’s my work! I like all the tricks to get people to read your
blogs. I used to get a thousand hits a day – I was having a
great time. One message I posted became the blog of the day
and it was put on the front page of WordPress – it was one of
the most read posts of the day.
Peer feedback has proved a key developmental tool,
particularly facilitated via the group blogs. As an
example, take the following exchange from one of the
writers’ groups in our first year Poetry and Prose
Module:
Student A: They’re good poems, (name), but if you want to
talk about metre then I’m afraid you’re going to have a hard
time. There are a few examples of specific metre within the
first two poems, but not throughout the entire poem. However
you can probably talk about the imagery and what inspired
these poems instead.
Student B: Thanks (name). When u say metre within the 1st
2 poems, could you point out where to me so I have a better
understanding for myself?
Student A: “Strong in stature, muscled shoulders…” That
part is in trochaic tetrameter (four pairs of syllables per line
with the stress on the first syllable in each pair). The same
goes for the first two lines of the next verse: 
“Underneath an angry tension,
bringing forth a vicious roar.”
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The same sort of thing is going on with “Does a tiger
have a stripy bum?” and “Is the blob fish always glum?”
The difference with that poem is that they have a pause
in place of the final syllable.
Student B: Thanks (name) I get it now.
Whilst the analysis and feedback may not be perfect, it is
pretty good, impressive even, and certainly exceeded
our expectations of first year undergraduates only a few
weeks into their degree course. And what we can also
see from the exchange is the level not only of technical
knowledge, but of mutual support and commitment to
each other’s work within the group. Note that this is just
one example and we have many.
Online teaching delivery was not new to us, but we
made an exponential leap in its use on our second year
Short Story Workshop module. Using the module as
pilot, or perhaps more accurately as guinea pig, we
transferred lecture content to the web. This consisted of
online video lectures and online multimedia slideshow
presentations, the latter being automated PowerPoint
slideshows with audio voiceovers. As workshops
continued to be face-to-face, issues arising from the
lectures could be dealt with promptly, despite the
separation of tutor and student in the online situation. In 
order to ensure student engagement, the lectures were
followed up with online quizzes, testing comprehension
of lecture content, which fed into coursework
assessment. Hence students were obliged to watch the
lectures or lose coursework marks. 
The quizzes were set up to enable automated marking
and hence reduce one of the more onerous tasks of the
tutor. Until now (this module is still running at the time
of writing) student engagement with the lectures has
rated at just over 93%, a considerable improvement on
ARTICLES
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the face-to-face model. 
One student commented,
I actually don’t mind them at all. In a weird way
it’s like having a lecture one on one, without the
distractions of a classroom etc. Having the quiz is
important, though, definitely. Temptation to text
through lectures will be avoided knowing that
someone will test you at the end of it! 
Another wrote,
I personally enjoy the online virtual lectures.
It’s actually easier to engage and take in
information – especially as it’s all from the
comfort of your bed! It’s also easier to make
notes because you can rewind and pause it to
write or make note of something you didn’t
understand or hear properly. It’s short and
precise – you pick up the main important things you
should know. Doing the quizzes afterwards also helps to
cement exactly what you’ve learned from the class.
One further aspect worth mentioning is the use of
virtual coursework submission and assessment on our
third year module, Writing for the Theatre and Radio.
We changed the radio drama submission last semester
from script to production and coursework submissions
took the form of mp3 files containing the drama and
spoken reflective commentary. So not only was this non
paper-based but non text-based. All assessment and
feedback was fully virtual and done via Moodle. This
has been done as an experiment in digitality, and
student feedback has to-date been extremely positive.
We are currently planning to make the radio dramas
available on the University’s main website.
Our projects on blogging, digital teaching and learning
(in keeping with the University’s current initiatives
promoting digital literacy) enhance key learning skills,
and, in relation to student learning and engagement,
have the following benefits: 
• Shy students are not so intimated as by face-to-face
situations;
• Students can attract a public audience for their work,
including a national and international one;
• Students pay more attention to the editing and
proofreading of their work;
• Students can share their work;
• Students reflect and give feedback on their peers’
work and have access to considered and constructive
peer feedback;
• There is a positive effect on student motivation;
• Students find it easier to express themselves
emotionally;
• There is an increase in social engagement; and
• Students gain experience in online publishing.
There are some benefits specific to the teacher:
• Less time spent in class; and
• Greater control of teaching and learning content.
There are benefits relating to the following institutional
concerns:
• Combating disengagement;
• Internationalization; and
• Showcasing excellence; and
• Digital literacy.
Returning to the article by Chang and Yang of 2011, it is
suggested that blogging platforms give students a
personal space for writing, making it easy to publish,
share, and automatically archive. Blogs, they say,
empower users to form “learning communities through
inter-linkages”. Blogs can combine solitary reﬂection
and peer interaction in the learning process. Chang and
Yang refer to studies conducted on the educational use
of blogs by Williams and Jacobs (2004), who drew on the
evidence that students learnt from each other and
suggested what mattered most was finding an
appropriate vehicle to facilitate that learning. They
considered blogging as potential “transformational
technology” for teaching and learning. Oravec’s (2002)
observations are also included in Chang and Yang’s
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research, that many blog dimensions suited the
individual voices of students, empowering them, and
encouraging them to become more critically analytical in
their thinking. 
The typical scenario when a teacher poses a question in
a classroom is that a few dominate the discussion.
Students also express their opinions without solid
support from content they are studying, perhaps
because there is not enough time to prepare or reﬂect.
Disengaged students frequently remain silent, and
others who might have something truly relevant to
contribute are too shy to do so. And time is a
consideration discussed in Chang and Yang’s research,
whereby they agreed with Dailey’s studies on “time and
blogging” in 2006. It is apparent that blogging gives
students “the time to think”, and most clear thinking is
likely to take place in an environment out of the
classroom. It is important for teachers to explore ways to
use blogs to engage students in learning when they are
not in class. Chang and Yang concluded that shy
students or disengaged students will communicate more
effectively through blogs. (2011: 126-134)
Through practising self-directed learning we found that
students responded with emotional reflections on their
learning experiences, facilitated via the support of their
peers, and the process combined the social, virtual and
the cognitive in a breakthrough-learning environment.
Robertson’s studies also concluded that self-directed
learning added value for first year undergraduates and
enhanced the student experience, “The affordances of
educational blogs could also be used for peer coaching
of meta-cognitive skills, an approach which deserves
future study.” (2011) 
Our research was also in accord with Deng and Yuen’s
conclusion that “The salient values of blogs centred on
emotionally charged and social-oriented individual
expressions as well as self-reﬂection.” (2011: 441) 
Blogging has become important as a medium for
educating, and is certainly one way forward for creative
writing education. We are all still learning, digitally,
especially from our students; in fact we were
reprimanded by a student recently. After informing him
of his failure to show “written” drafts of his creative
work, he replied, 
If you had seen my blog, you would have seen the
improvements in my writing and reflections on my progress,
and all my feelings on my writing ability. You can stay up-to-
date with what I’m changing, redrafting etc. So, why didn’t
you look and leave comments?
Touché. Blogging is valuable for creative writing
portfolios, drafts, feedback, reflections and for viewing
assignments. It has proved beneficial for both students
and lecturers, and no doubt could be of value in many
subject areas.
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